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UNDERGROUND BASES AND
PREPARATIONS FOR PLANET X

The person who wrote this message to
us did so under his own name (which
we have checked), and enclosed a
number of photographs of him with the
Prime Minis ter of  Norway and
(separately) with Benazir Bhutto.  

— Bill Ryan and Kerry Cassidy for
Project Camelot, 4 January 2008,

http://projectcamelot.org

Iam a Norwegian politician.  I would
like to say that difficult things will
happen from the year 2008 till the year

2012.
The Norwegian government is building

more and more underground bases and
bunkers.  When asked, they simply say that
it is for the protection of the people of
Norway.  When I enquire when they are
due to be finished, they reply "before
2011".  Israel is also doing the same and
many other countries too.

My proof that what I am saying is true is
in the photographs I have sent of myself
and all the Prime Ministers and Ministers I
tend to meet and am acquainted with.  They
know all of this, but they don't want to
alarm the people or create mass panic.

Planet X is coming, and Norway has
begun with storage of food and seeds in the

Svalbard area and in the Arctic north with
the help of the US and EU and all around in
Norway.  They will only save those that are
in the elite of power and those that can build
up again:  doctors, scientists, and so on.

As for me, I already know that I am
going to leave before 2012 to go the area of
Mosjøen where we have a deep
underground military facility.  There we
are divided into sectors, red, blue and
green.  The signs of the Norwegian military
are already given to them and the camps
have already been built a long time ago.

The people that are going to be left on
the surface and die along with the others
will get no help whatsoever.  The plan is
that 2,000,000 Norwegians are going to be
safe, and the rest will die...  

I am very sad.  Often I cry with others
that know that so many will learn too late,
and then it will all be over for them...  All
the major politicians know this in Norway,
but few will say it to the people and the
public—because they are afraid in case
they too will miss the NOAH 12 railcars
that will take them to the ark sites where
they will be safe.

If they tell anyone, they are dead for sure.
But I don't care any more about myself.
Mankind must survive and the species must
survive.  People must know this.

All the governments in the world are
aware of this and they just say it is going to

happen.  For those of the people that can
save themselves I can only say reach for
higher ground and find caves up in the high
places where you can have a food storage
for at least five years with canned food and
water to last for a while.  Radiation pills
and biosuits are also advisable if your
budget allows it...

I could have written to you using another
name but I am not afraid of anything any
more.  When you know certain things, you
become invincible and no harm can come to
you when you know that the end is soon...

Remember that those who are going to
be in and around the city areas in 2012 are
those that are going to be hit first and die
first.  Later the army will purge the rest of
the survivors and they have a shoot-to-kill
order if there is any resistance to bring
them into the camps where everyone will
get marked with a number and a tag...

The public will not know what happens
till the very end, because the government
does not want to create mass panic.
Everything will happen quietly and the
government will just disappear...

Kind regards
[Name and proof of identity supplied]

Selected extracts from further emails:  
When I was in the military I was in the

[name of service given].  At one point we
were given a task to get something out of a



base and deliver it to another base.
We were told:  "Do not ask any

questions.  Just do your job."  
Later, when we landed outside the base,

we were taken by trucks to outside the base
where there were large doors heavily
guarded by other military personnel.

Or it seemed like they were military, but
they had different suits on them:  orange
and black suits with the orange suits having
a golden triangle on them and the black
suits having a green triangle...

We went through the large doors.  I was
thinking, "What the hell is this?", and I felt
a bit scared at first.  It was like something
out of a science fiction movie.  This was
the first time I was in such a base.

We then came to a 500-metre-long
tunnel and there were more of these
military personnel waiting with guns and
transport for us.  We were divided up in
groups.  Some went another way, and I and
my group were asked to come with the
black-suited guards so they could take us to
another location.  When we came to the
end we were asked to put on some masks
"for our own protection".

I was thinking, "for our own protection":
"Aren't we already protected by being
inside this huge underground complex and
by guards with weapons?"

We were then asked to step inside a
railcar—and this is what I know of the
railcars.  They are run by some kind of blue
crystal energy, I think, or at least that is how
it appeared.  Then we sat in the cars and I
asked one of the guards, "What is this?"  He
replied, "You don't need to know this, sir."...

I could see that there was a tube-like
system and the other railcars were going so
fast you just saw a light going by.  I think
this was a vacuum tube system where there
is no drag.  There were a lot of these railcars
around, as it seemed, and they just went
passing by, like a light passes by in a flash. 

Later on, after I went into politics, I found
out what was inside of the rest of the base and
what the bases are for, which I have already
told you.  I know that when this railcar
moved—and it moved f a s t—I had never seen
anything like this before. Later when we
arrived at the end station I was feeling sick,
and the other people that were there also felt
the same way.  One of the guards said it
happens the first time to everyone.

When we came outside we were given
goggles and asked to go through a security
check.  This is where it all gets weird.

There were guards with weapons all over

the place—and remember I told you about
the energy fields that one has to go
through.  I was thinking, "I should not be
here at this place," and I was a little scared. 

Then we got through this energy field
and came to another room.  I saw that there
was a screen on the side of the wall that
said "HUMAN — NOT HUMAN —PURE
— NOT PURE".

After I saw this I was thinking, "Are
there 'NOT HUMANS' too?"

The guards stopped us and told us to
change clothes inside another room and
come with them.  When we had done so
they said that it was time to go further
down.  Again, I was thinking, "How large
is this place?  We just came out of a rail
system that runs for miles and miles—and
then there is more?" 

We were then taken to a lift system, with
seats, that was going to take us down—or
this is what I thought it was going to do.
But it went sideways for about three
minutes.  In this place, time was not known
to me because we had no way of telling
what the time was.  They had taken
everything away from us at the check-ins...

All I can say is that when our job was
done I was thinking that the world is not as
it seems to be, and that many things are
hidden from the public.  It makes me sad
and scared.

Later, when I got into politics, I began
digging into this because I needed more
answers.  What I found out was that these
bases were Arks for the government and
some of the people and military to survive
inside.  There was a threat from outside

that was going to be in the year 2012 and
that the human species had to survive.

The "Planet X" I learned about is from
all [of] what I have seen till now.  The
government knows this and [is] keeping it
from the public.  They have been tracking
this object for a long time now and were
given the first warnings from the USA.

I know that 18 bases exist in Norway.  I
don't know what many of the dangers are
because I am not a scientist.  But what I
know is that before 2012 the different
governments are going to leave for the
bases that they have built for the last 40 or
50 years.

If this object goes by, there will be a lot
of problems on the surface of the Earth.
That is all I know.  This is why they go
underground.

If such an event comes, they have made
sure that five years or more underground is
going to be what they need to avoid this.
When they know it's safe to surface, they
will rebuild again.  We were just told that
we have to leave before 2012 and that there
is something in space that is going to cause
much destruction.

I don't know if there is a threat from the
sun itself.  I am not so much into the
science of things.  I am just telling what I
have seen and nothing more.

I can say that I have already said too much,
but the people are now warned about this...

Kind regards 
[Name supplied] ∞

[For the complete transcript, go to http://
projectcamelot.org/norway.html.]
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